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Surface charge density and fatty acids
enhance the membrane permeation rate
of CPP–cargo complexes
Matı́as A. Via, a Natalia Wilke,bc Luis S. Mayorgaad and Mario G. Del Pópolo *ae
The CPP-effect makes reference to the process by which the membrane translocation rate of a cargo is
enhanced by chemical functionalization with cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs). In this work we combine
a simple kinetic model with free-energy calculations to explore the energetic basis of the CPP-effect.
Two polyglicines are selected as model hydrophilic cargoes, and nona-arginine as a prototypical CPP.
We assess the cargo carrying efficiency of nona-arginine by comparing the adsorption and insertion
energies of the cargoes, the cargo-free CPPs, and the CPP–cargo complexes, into lipid membranes of
varying composition. We also analyze the effect of modifying the type and concentration of anionic lipids,
and the implication of these factors on the translocation rate of the CPP–cargo complex. Of particular
interest is the evaluation of the catalytic role of palmitic acid (palmitate) as a promoter of the CPP-effect.
We also analyse the influence of the size of the cargo on the membrane adsorption and insertion
energies. Our results show that the efficiency of nona-arginine as a transmembrane carrier of simple
hydrophilic molecules is modulated by the size of the cargo, and is strongly enhanced by increasing the
concentration of anionic lipids and of ionized fatty acids in the membrane.
1 Introduction
Cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs), also known as trojan peptides,
are recognized by their remarkable capacity to translocate lipid
membranes.1,2 These highly-charged hydrophilic molecules are
suitable as vectors for intracellular drug delivery, as they confer
membrane permeation properties to otherwise membrane-
impermeable ‘‘cargoes’’, such as macromolecules (proteins,
DNA and RNA strands)3–6 and bioimaging agents (fluorophores
and quantum dots).7–10 Increasing a cargo’s permeation rate via
functionalization with cell-penetrating peptides is known as the
‘‘CPP-effect’’. Currently, there is much need to understand how
the CPP–cargo complexes traverse lipid bilayers, and to identify
the physicochemical variables that most effectively regulate the
CPP-effect.11–14
The cellular intake of a CPP–cargo complex may occur by
endocytocis, by direct translocation of the cell membrane, or
through a combination of these two mechanisms.15–19 How-
ever, in all cases, the complex must eventually diffuse across a
lipid bilayer in order to reach the cytoplasm. Either the complex
translocates the plasma membrane, or it must physically cross
the endosomal membranes whenever the uptake follows the
endocytic pathway.
Several permeation mechanisms have been proposed for
cargo-free CPP molecules,18,20–25 being the opening of hydro-
philic transmembrane pores a common ingredient among most
models.26–30 The exact physical pathways that CPPs follow when
moving across a lipid bilayer depend both on the sequence of the
peptide and the chemical composition of the membrane,18,31 and
there is growing consensus that pre-concentration, or peptides’
adsorption on the membrane surface, plays a critical role during
the initial stages of permeation.32
However, when it comes to CPPs chemically bound to a cargo,
much less is known about the energetics and the configurational
changes that take place when the CPP–cargo complex moves across
the membrane. In the most general terms, and in line with the
cationic identity of CPPs, the membrane translocation mechanism
involves the following stages: (1) diffusion and adsorption of the
complex on the negatively charged surface of the cell; (2) transit of
the CPP–cargo complex across the membrane, with the concomitant
formation of a transient structure, or transition state; (3) release of
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the complex from the inner leaflet of the cell membrane. The whole
process occurs under kinetic control, and the characteristic time of
each stage can in principle be modulated by the chemical properties
of the CPP, the size and shape of the cargo,19 the CPP density on the
surface of the cargo, the chemical composition of the membrane,27
the interfacial electric field,30 and the concentration of CPP–cargo
complexes in the extra-cellular medium.
Significant efforts have been dedicated to the calculation of
translocation free-energy profiles for cargo-free CPP molecules,
to the careful examination of translocation mechanisms, and to
uncover the impact of physicochemical parameters, such as
membrane and peptide composition, on the energetic of peptides’
adsorption and insertion into the membrane.27,30,33,34 However,
when it comes to CPP-functionalized cargoes, the thermodynamic
assessment of transport mechanisms by means of molecular
simulations are much more scarce. In one of the few simulation
studies available, Lin et al. have shown that a nanoparticle
decorated with the HIV-1 Tat peptide can spontaneously cross
a lipid bilayer under the driving force of an intense electric
field.35 The crossing of the membrane involves the opening of a
transmembrane pore that closes when the nanoparticle reaches
the distal side of the membrane. Also, Li et al. have evaluated
translocation free-energy profiles for hydrophobic and hydro-
philic particles decorated with polyarginines.36 These authors
considered bilayers with an asymmetric distribution of anionic
lipids between leaflets, which produces an electric field that
pushes the particles across the membrane.
The present work aims at characterizing how a prototypical
cell-penetrating peptide (nona-arginine, R9) modulates the
translocation of simple hydrophilic cargoes (polyglicines),
across lipid bilayers. With this purpose, we will first consider
a simple phenomenological model that highlights the relevant
kinetic and thermodynamic parameters controlling membrane
translocation. Within the conceptual framework of that model we
will then perform coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations to
compute translocation free-energy profiles for a single CPP molecule,
a single cargo molecule, and the corresponding CPP–cargo complex.
As stated before, as a prototypical CPP we will resort to R9, and as
a first hydrophilic cargo we will consider nona-glycine, G9. The
comparison of free-energy profiles between the CPP and the
CPP–cargo complex (R9G9) will shed light on the kinetic basis of
the CPP-effect.
Secondly, we will assess the role of the surface charge and the
chemical composition of the membrane on the effectiveness of the
CPP-effect. With this aim, we will compute adsorption and insertion
free-energies for R9 and R9-cargo complexes into binary membranes
made of DOPC (dioleoylphosphatidylcholine) and varying amounts
of the anionic lipid DOPG (dioleoylphosphatidylglycerol). In order to
separate surface charge and chemical composition effects, we will
also consider membranes where the negative charge is provided by
deprotonated palmitic acid (PA-). DOPG and PA- bear the same
negative charge but differ in molecular size, shape and mobility.
Also, PA- has been shown to enhance the insertion and transport of
cargo-free polyarginines across lipid membranes.33,37
Finally, we will address how the size of the hydrophilic cargo
influences the efficiency of R9 as a CPP. This will be done by
comparing the translocation free-energies of R9G9 and R9G31,
i.e. the CPP bound to linear polyglycines of different lengths.
On the whole, our results show that a typical CPP, like R9,
increases the translocation rate of the cargo by altering the
balance between the cargo’s binding energy to the membrane
surface and the energy cost to jump across the bilayer. Recognizing
the key role of adsorption and activation energies allows us to
explain why, and to what extent, increasing the membrane’s
negative surface charge and its concentration of fatty acids
enhances the CPP-effect. It also highlights the potential role of
environmental factors, such as pH and salt concentration, as
strong modulators of the CPP-effect.
2 Computational methods
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations were performed with the
GROMACS-5.1.2 code.38 The interactions between the components
of the system were computed according to the polarizable MARTINI
coarse-grained force field.39 All systems consisted of a membrane
patch of 336 lipids oriented perpendicular to the z-axis of an
orthorhombic simulation box. Initial configurations were generated
with the Insane program,40 and minimized using the steepest
descent method. Each system was first equilibrated for 10 ns in
the NVT ensemble, followed by other 10 ns under isotropic NPT
conditions. The final average dimensions of the simulation box
were 10.9 ! 10.9 ! 22.5 nm. The membrane was solvated with
B20 000 water molecules. A single peptide molecule was placed in
the bulk solution, together with its corresponding counterions in
order to maintain electroneutrality. As stated before, we choose
nona-arginine (R9) as a representative CPP, and two linear poly-
glycines (pGly), G9 and G31, as cargoes. Both G9 and G31 are water
soluble and have no cell-permeation properties.
In all cases the integration time step was 20 fs and the neigh-
bours list was updated every 10 MD steps. The temperature and
pressure conditions of the simulations were 310 K and 1 bar,
respectively, which were maintained using the Berendsen thermostat
(time constant tT = 0.3 ps) and the semi-isotropic Berendsen barostat
(time constant tP = 3.0 ps, and a compressibility of 3.0 ! 104 bar1).
Non-bonded interactions were cutoff at 1.2 nm and switched
smoothly to zero from 0.9 nm. Electrostatic forces were computed
using the particle mesh Ewald method (3d geometry), with a real
space cut-off of 1.2 nm and a Fourier spacing of 0.2 nm.
Free-energy profiles were computed by Umbrella Sampling
(US).41 The reaction coordinate, or order parameter, was the
z-component of the distance vector between the center of mass
(COM) of the peptide and the COM of the lipid bilayer. In all
cases the reaction coordinate was sampled using harmonic
restraining potentials. Between the centre and the surface of
the membrane, US windows were placed every 0.1 nm (force
constant of 5000 kJ mol"1). Within the aqueous solution they
were placed every 0.4 nm (force constant of 300 kJ mol"1). Each
US window was equilibrated for 100 ns and production runs
were extended for another 300 ns. Free-energy profiles were
recovered by using the weighted histogram analysis method
(WHAM).42
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A summary of the 13 systems simulated in this work is provided
below. We specify the peptide and the bilayer composition, where
%PG represents the percentage of DOPG in the DOPC–DOPG bilayer,
and %PA(H) the corresponding ionized (PA) or protonated (PAH)
palmitic acid in the PA(H)–DOPC bilayer: (1) R9-0%PG; (2) R9-10%PG;
(3) R9-30%PG; (4) R9-50%PG; (5) R9-25%PA; (6) R9-25%PAH;
(7) R9G9-0%PG; (8) R9G9-30%PG; (9) R9G9-50%PG; (10) R9G9-25%PA;
(11) G9-50%PG; (12) R9G31-30%PG; (13) G31-30%PG.
3 Results
Consider the case of a cargo and of a cell-penetrating peptide
that traverse a lipid membrane at rates vcargo and vCPP, respectively.
Functionalization of the cargo with certain number of CPP mole-
cules produces a CPP–cargo complex that traverses the membrane
at a rate vCPP–cargo. We are interested in the case where the CPPs
accelerate the passive transport of the cargo, so that vCPP–cargo 4
vcargo. The efficiency of the CPP-effect can be quantified by the
relative translocation rate w = vCPP–cargo/vcargo. For all practical
purposes, w must be grater than one, although its actual value will
depend on a series of factors, such as the cargo’s size and shape,
the number of functionalizing CPP molecules, the chemical com-
position of each of the membrane leaflets, the pH and salt
concentration gradient across the membrane, the transmembrane
potential, etc.
For any of the chemical species, S, considered in the
previous paragraph (S = CPP, cargo, or CPP–cargo complex)
the rate of passive transport across the membrane is deter-






Species S approaches the ‘‘outer’’ leaflet of the membrane
from a bulk solution of concentration [S]bulk. For simplicity, we
consider that the ‘‘inner’’ leaflet of the membrane is in contact with
a solution where [S]bulk = 0 (intracellular space). The first two
processes in eqn (1) correspond to the adsorption/desorption of
S on/from the membrane surface, which we consider to be in
dynamical equilibrium and characterized by the equilibrium con-





"bDGads, where [S]adseq and [S]
bulk
eq are the
equilibrium concentrations of S on the surface of the membrane
and in the bulk, respectively, and DGads is the adsorption free-energy.
The third stage of the mechanism corresponds to the
thermally activated jump of S across the bilayer, occurring at
a rate v = kt[S]
ads
eq , with kt given by Arrhenius equation kt =
ae"bDGact. In this equation a is a pre-exponential factor and
DGact is the free-energy cost to create the transition state, i.e.
the configuration that introduces a kinetic bottleneck in the
process. Fig. 1 shows a schematic free-energy profile for the
translocation of S across a lipid membrane. As in the simula-
tions discussed below, the reaction coordinate, z, represents
the distance between the centre of mass of the membrane and
the centre of mass of the approaching object. DGads, DGact, and
DGins = DGads + DGact are marked on the graph. This latter
quantity, in particular, represents the cost to bring S from the
bulk solution to the configuration of the transition state.
Putting the previous equations together, the translocation
rate of S can be written as:
vS ¼ aS½S&bulkeq e
"bDGS
ins (2)
which shows that the flux of S across the membrane is mostly
determined by the competition between the adsorption energy
and the energy penalty for creating the transition state.32,43
Also, notice that under similar concentrations of species Sa and
Sb in the bulk, and assuming that aSa B aSb, the relative










3.1 R9 confers membrane permeation properties to the non-
permeable peptide G9
Polyarginines have proven to be effective carriers of multiple
cargoes such as peptides, proteins, DNA molecules, and nano-
particles, amongst others. Furthermore, it has been shown experi-
mentally that R9 is one of the most efficient cell-penetrating
peptides,44–48 and its permeation mechanism has been investi-
gated by coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations, as the
ones used here,26,36,49 and other theoretical methods.28,32 At
physiological pH, R9 has a formal charge of +9. As starting point
of our analysis, we calculated the free-energy cost to bring a single
R9 molecule from solution up to the centre of a DOPC/DOPG 1 : 1
bilayer. The same calculation was performed for our model
hydrophilic cargo, the peptide G9, which is electroneutral and is
known to be a non-CPP sequence.
Fig. 2 shows the resulting free-energy profiles. For G9, the
free-energy (green curve) increases monotonically as the peptide
goes into the membrane, indicating that the peptide prefers to
Fig. 1 Schematic free-energy profile associated to the membrane trans-
location by any of the species, S, considered in the text (S = CPP, cargo, or
CPP–cargo complex). z represents the distance between the centre of
mass of the membrane and the centre of mass of the approaching object.
DGads and DGact are the free-energy costs associated to the adsorption of
S on the membrane surface, and the formation of the transition state
(activation barrier), respectively. DGins = DGads + DGact represents the cost
to bring S from the bulk solution to the configuration of the transition state.
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reside in solution, and that insertion into the membrane has a very
high energy penalty DGG9act ¼ 220 kJ mol"1
$ %
. In contrast, and as
expected from previous publications,26,27 the free-energy profile of
R9 (blue curve) goes through a deep minimum and then rises
abruptly as z approaches zero. The minimum corresponds to the
most stable thermodynamic state of the CPP, when it is adsorbed
on the negatively charged surface of the membrane
DGR9ads ¼ "61 kJ mol"1
$ %
. The maximum corresponds to the tran-
sition state, when the peptide reaches the center of the membrane
( DGR9ins ¼ 98 kJ mol"1
$ %
). The resulting insertion energies for G9
and R9 are DG
G9
act ¼ 220 kJ mol"1
$ %
and DGR9ins ¼ 37 kJ mol"1
$ %
,
respectively, which according to eqn (3) indicate that R9 is expected
to cross the membrane 30 orders of magnitude faster than G9. In a
laboratory experiment this is equivalent to say that R9 permeates
the membrane while G9 does not.
Still, in order to quantify the carrier capacity of R9, we
chemically coupled the two peptides and calculated the transloca-
tion free-energy profile for the CPP–cargo complex R9G9. From the
red and blue profiles of Fig. 2 one can see that the values of DGads
for R9 and R9G9 are quite similar. This is readily explained by the
fact that G9 has no net electrical charge, so that the binding of
R9G9 to the membrane surface is entirely driven by the polyargi-
nine sequence. At the same time, when comparing the insertion
free-energies of the naked and functionalized cargoes, DGG9ins ¼
220 kJ mol"1 and DGR9G9ins ¼ 60 kJ mol"1, it becomes clear why
the CPP sequence confers membrane permeation ability to G9.
The DGins of G9 decreases by a factor of 3.6 when adding 9
arginine residues, which results in a 26 orders of magnitude
increase in translocation rate, according to eqn (3). On the other
hand, and as one may expect, the CPP–cargo complex translocates
the membrane 7500-times slower than the cargo-free CPP
molecule.
For the particular systems under consideration, our simulations
indicate that the CPP-effect stems both from a deeper adsorption
energy well, and a lower activation barrier for the CPP–cargo
complex. The first factor induces the pre-concentration of the
complex on the surface of the membrane (DGG9ads ¼ 0 kJ mol"1,
DGR9G9ads ¼ "61 kJ mol"1). The second one shows that even the
jump across the membrane is facilitated by the presence of the
CPP (DGG9act ¼ 220 kJ mol"1, DG
R9G9
act ¼ "121 kJ mol"1). In other
words, the membrane insertion of the neutral hydrophilic
peptide G9 incurs a very high energy cost. Functionalization
of G9 with R9 lowers such a cost by increasing the adsorption
energy and decreasing the translocation barrier. Altogether,
introducing a CPP sequence results in a larger number of
membrane crossing events per unit time.
The visual inspection of simulation snapshots suggests
qualitative differences in the structure of the transition state
configurations produced by the naked cargo, the CPP, and the
CPP–cargo complex. As can be observed from Fig. 3a and b the
insertion of R9 and R9G9 into the membrane is accompanied by
the formation of hydrophilic transmembrane pores. In the
present context we define a hydrophilic pore as a conduit, or
defect, that breaks the continuity of the membrane along the
normal. Apart from the peptide, the pore contains water of
hydration and its rim is covered by phospholipids’ hydrophilic
heads and it is enriched in negatively charged DOPG. These
observations coincide with previous findings for R9 and other
CPPs.27,32,50 In the case of R9G9, however, we observe that the
cargo sequence, G9, tends to stick out of the membrane (orange
spheres in Fig. 3b).
On the other hand, the insertion of G9 into the membrane
induces a large local deformation, perturbing the packing of
the lipids, and creating a pocket where there is not water of
hydration nor salt ions (Fig. 3c). In fact, the surface of the
membrane locally bends towards the membrane mid-plane
suggesting the deformation is mostly elastic.
The different structures of the transition states produced by
the three peptides can also be assessed from the snapshots and
from the charge density profiles of Fig. 4. Judging from panels
(a) and (b) of Fig. 3 R9 nucleates the hydrophilic pore when
reaching the center of the membrane. This is evidenced by the
presence of DOPG polar head-groups (green curve) spanning
the whole membrane width. Comparatively, in panel (c), the
Fig. 2 Free-energy profiles for the translocation of R9 (blue), G9 (green)
and the R9G9 complex (red) through a DOPC/DOPG 1 : 1 bilayer. The
vertical dashed line indicates the average position of the membrane
surface.
Fig. 3 Renderings of simulation snapshots when the peptides approach
the centre of the membrane. (a) R9 (yellow) and (b) R9G9 (R9 in yellow and
G9 in orange) create hydrophilic transmembrane pores. (c) G9 (orange)
deforms the membrane and inserts itself into a pocket. In all three systems,
the polar heads of DOPG and DOPC are shown in green and red
respectively, and the hydrophobic tails of the lipids in gray.
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density of DOPG head-groups indicates a pronounced local dip
on the membrane surface, with no continuity between leaflets.
The dip is marked by the black arrow.
3.2 The negative surface charge enhances the CPP-effect of R9
In order to examine the effect of electro-adsorption on transloca-
tion rates, we systematically varied the concentration of anionic
lipid (DOPG) from 50 to 0%. Fig. 5 shows the insertion free-
energy profiles for R9. In the case of the neutral bilayer (0% PG,
blue curve in Fig. 5) the profile does not show an adsorption well
near the water/lipid interface. Conversely, as the concentration
of PG increases a clear minimum develops, whose depth
approaches saturation at B50% DOPG (see Table 1).
In living cells, CPP adsorption has been attributed to several
anionic species commonly found on cell surfaces such as glycosami-
noglycans, heparan sulfate and anionic phospholipids. Moreover, in
lipid vesicles it has been documented that the incorporation of
anionic lipids promotes the translocation of pArg.51 So far, the main
hypothesis supporting the existence of an adsorption well for CPPs
are, (a) the electrostatic interaction between the polycationic charge of
the CPP and the anionic charges on the membrane; and (b) specific
interactions between the guanidinium group of arginine and the
phosphate, carboxylate, and sulfate groups of the phospholipids; i.e.
hydrogen bonding. Although this second interaction is not taken into
account by our coarse-grain model, it is also much weaker than the
coulombic forces that drive electro-adsorption.
According to the model presented in Fig. 1, a decrease in
DGads, DGact, or both, reduce the value of DGins and enhance the
translocation rate. At the first sight, the free energy curves of
Fig. 5 show that the progressive increase in DOPG concen-
tration is in lockstep with a decrease in DGads and DGact.
However, these variables do not vary proportionally. DGins is
reduced by a factor of 4 when going from the neutral to the 50%
PG bilayer, leading to a 18-orders of magnitude increase in the
translocation rate. Since DGact only decreases by a factor of 1.5,
the decrease in DGins is mostly due to the drop in DGads induced
by the anionic charges on the membrane (see Table 1).
It should also be noted from Fig. 5 that, as the negative
charge increases, the position of the minimum shifts towards
the center of the membrane (z = 0). This means that the
electrostatic attraction between the membrane and R9 pulls
the peptide deeper into the membrane as the concentration of
PG increases.
Fig. 4 Charge density profiles along the z-direction when the peptides are placed at the center of a DOPC–DOPG 1 : 1 bilayer. Each plot features three
curves, the charge densities of DOPG (green), ions (blue), and the peptides (a) R9, (b) R9G9, and (c) G9 (all in yellow). At the back of each plot, there is a
simulation snapshot depicting the location of the peptide (R9 in yellow and G9 in orange) in the bilayer. The head-groups of the lipids are shown in green
(DOPG) and red (DOPC).
Fig. 5 Free-energy profiles for the insertion of R9 in a DOPC/DOPG
bilayer, bearing increasing percentages of DOPG: 0% (blue), 10% (black),
30% (red) and 50% (green). The vertical line indicates the average position
of the membrane surface.
Table 1 Free-energy differences extracted from the profiles of Fig. 5 and
6. They refer to the processes of adsorption (DGzmin), insertion (DGz=0) and
activation (DGzcenter"zmin), of R9 and R9G9, in DOPC–DOPG lipid bilayers
%PG
R9 R9G9
DGins DGact DGads DGins DGact DGads
0 144 ( 4 144 ( 4 17 ( 3 176 ( 4 176 ( 4 17 ( 4
30 80 ( 4 130 ( 5 "50 ( 4 66 ( 4 116 ( 4 "50 ( 4
50 37 ( 3 98 ( 4 "61 ( 4 66 ( 4 129 ( 4 "63 ( 3
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In the previous section, we showed that R9 accelerates the
translocation of the neutral cargo G9, as DG
R9G9
act was signifi-
cantly lower than DGG9act. Additionally, we have shown that a
negative surface charge favors the process of insertion of the
CPP. Motivated by these results, we decided to evaluate the
effect of the surface charge on the energy costs to transport the
R9G9 complex across the bilayer.
Fig. 6 shows the free-energy profiles for R9G9. In comparison with
R9, there is a similar trend in DGads: increasing the concentration of
DOPG from 0 to 30% yields an adsorption minimum that gets
slightly deeper at 50% PG. Likewise, there is a subtle shift in the
position of the minimum towards the mid-plane of the membrane.
At the same time, the insertion energy of the CPP–cargo complex,
DGR9G9ins , drops significantly when adding 30% of anionic lipid, but it
changes no further when going to 50% DOPG. This saturation effect
stems from the fact that the slight drop in adsorption energy, when
going from 30 to 50% PG, is compensated by a concomitant rise in
activation energy. The latter could be ascribed to the absence of
electrostatic interactions between the cargo and the rim of the pore,
at variance with a cargo-free R9. As shown in Fig. 3b, the R9G9
complex nucleates a hydrophilic pore that becomes more anionic as
the DOPG concentration rises.32 This condition is unfavorable for a
neutral cargo like G9. In other words, the electroneutrality of G9
could explain the slight increase in DGR9G9act when increasing the
concentration of anionic lipid.
All in all, we have shown that electrostatic interactions provide a
strong driving force for the translocation of both the cargo-free R9
and the R9G9 complex. However, increasing the concentration of
anionic lipids above 30% does not seem to enhance the CPP-effect of
R9, at least for a our simple neutral cargo.
3.3 Membrane ionized fatty acids facilitate the permeation of R9
Experimental evidences suggest that fatty acids, species that
occur naturally in cell membranes, could play a key role in the
cellular intake of cell-penetrating peptides. Tentatively, this has
been attributed to a combination of molecular properties, such
as small areas per molecule, short hydrocarbon tails, and the
relatively large acidity constants of fatty acids that make their
protonation state sensitive to the local pH.33,37
In order to evaluate the potential impact of fatty acids on the
transport mechanism of CPPs, we put together three systems
with the following membrane compositions: (a) DOPC/PAH
75 : 25 (PAH: protonated palmitic acid), (b) DOPC/PA- 75 : 25
(PA-: ionized palmitic acid), and (c) DOPC/DOPG 70 : 30. The
composition of system (b) was adjusted so that it yielded the
same surface charge density as system (c). This allowed to
assess the effect of the lipid type on the insertion of the
peptides. Table 2 compares the associated free-energy costs
for the insertion of R9 and R9G9. For the neutral DOPC/PAH
membrane, the positive value of DGads for R9 results from the
lack of electrostatic attraction between the peptide and the
membrane. The CPP also shows a very high insertion energy, of
B180 kJ mol"1. Deprotonation of the fatty acids leads to the
spontaneous adsorption of the CPP, with a binding energy of
DGads "47 kJ mol"1, and a significant reduction in insertion
energy (DGins B 153 kJ mol"1). The clearly contrasting effects of
PAH and PA- highlight again the relevance of electro-
adsorption. However, when comparing the DOPC/PA- and
DOPC/DOPG membranes bearing equivalent surface charges,
we find similar adsorption energies but significant differences
in the cost of peptide insertion. Our estimate, based on eqn (3),
is that replacing DOPG by PA- increases the translocation rate
of R9 by 8 orders of magnitude.
Fig. 7 compares charge density profiles when R9 is placed at the
center of the DOPC–DOPG 70 : 30 bilayer (dashed line) or the
DOPC/PA- 75 : 25 bilayer (full lines). When the CPP is restrained
to the centre of the membrane, the local concentration of negative
charge near the peptide is slightly higher when the membrane
contains PA- (referenced as R-COO in Fig. 7). In other words, the
fatty acid colocalises better with R9 at the center of the bilayer,
compensating its positive charge more effectively than DOPG.
The values reported in Table 2 also show that PA- favors
the passage of the CPP–cargo complex over DOPG. When
comparing the values of DGR9G9ins between DOPC/PA- and
DOPC/DOPG membranes, eqn (3) yields an estimated translocation
rate 7 orders of magnitude larger for the palmitate-containing
membrane. Other things equal, this result illustrates how the size
and shape of the lipids modulate the energetics of CPPs transport.
At the light of the adaptive translocation mechanism proposed
by Rothbard et al.,52 we hypothesize that the catalytic effect of PA- is
due to the greater configurational freedom introduced by single-
tailed fatty acids over phospholipids. The packing freedom of
Fig. 6 Free-energy profiles for the insertion process of the R9G9 complex
in a DOPC/DOPG bilayer bearing increasing concentration of anionic
lipids: 0% (blue), 30% (red) and 50% (green) of DOPG. The vertical line
indicates the average position of the membrane surface.
Table 2 Free-energy differences for the processes of adsorption (DGzmin),
insertion (DGz=0) and activation (DGact), of R9 and R9G9 in bilayers made of:
DOPC/PAH 75 : 25 (PAH: palmitic acid), DOPC/PA- 75 : 25 (PA-: palmitate),
and DOPC/DOPG 70 : 30 bilayer (referenced as PG in columns four and
six)
DG R9/PAH R9/PA- R9/PG R9G9/PA- R9G9/PG
DGins 183 ( 4 30 ( 4 80 ( 5 21 ( 5 65 ( 6
DGads 19 ( 4 "47 ( 5 "50 ( 4 "47 ( 4 "50 ( 4
DGact 183 ( 4 77 ( 5 130 ( 5 68 ( 5 115 ( 6
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PA- facilitates not only the screening of the CPPs’ charges, but may
also alleviate the mechanical tension produced by the nucleation of
the transmembrane pore. In other words, the smaller mean mole-
cular area of fatty acids would allow the formation of a more stable
R9-PA- complex as the peptide diffuses across the membrane.
33,53
3.4 The size of the cargo modulates the CPP-effect of R9
The bibliographic record shows that CPPs have been success-
fully used in combination with a large variety of cargoes such as
liposomes,54,55 quantum dots,7 peptides,3 proteins,4 metallic
nanoparticles,56 RNA,5,6 and small fluorophores.8–10 Simple
intuition tells that the chemical nature and elemental physical
properties of the cargo, such as size, shape, and electric charge,
are expected to influence the efficiency of the CPP-effect. So, in
order to explore to what extent the size of the cargo modulates
the translocation rate of the CPP–cargo complex, we computed
insertion free-energy profiles for a linear peptide made of 31
glycine residues, G31, and the corresponding R9G31 complex.
Both sequences were considered to have random coil structure
in solution. The membrane was made of DOPC–DOPG 70 : 30.
Table 3 collects the values of DG.
By comparing DGG31ads and DG
R9G31
ads , it is clear that a single R9
molecule facilitates the binding of G31 to the membrane sur-
face. However, a single R9 sequence is not enough to promote
the translocation of the complex across the membrane. In fact,
the translocation rate of R9G31 is about 2000-times smaller than
that of the bare cargo. The data reported in Table 3 also show
that the CPP efficiency of R9 is greatly affected by the size of the
cargo: a threefold increase in the size of the cargo tripled both
DGR9G31ins and DG
R9G31
act . At the light of the results presented in
this paper, a potential solution to the transport of G31, or of any
large cargo for that matter, would be to increase the number of
CPP molecules linked to the cargo. That would certainly lower
DGR9G31ads and may shift down the whole free-energy curve so that
DGR9G31ins oDGG31ins .
4 Conclusions
The CPP-effect makes reference to the process by which the
membrane translocation rate of a cargo is enhanced by
chemical functionalization with cell-penetrating peptides. In
the present work we combined a simple kinetic model with
coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations to explore the
energetic basis of the CPP-effect. We selected two polyglicines
as model hydrophilic cargoes, G9 and G31, and nona-arginine
R9, as a prototypical CPP. First, our results indicated that G9 is
unable to cross a lipid bilayer at least conjugated with R9. The
CPP-effect was caused by the strong binding of the CPP–cargo
complex, R9G9, to the surface of the membrane, and a lower
translocation barrier for the complex as compared to the naked
cargo. All CPP bear a large electrical charge. Our simulations
indicated that electrostatic interactions impact strongly both
on the adsorption and activation free-energy of the CPP–cargo
complex. In turn, these thermodynamic parameters determine
the translocation rate and are sensitive to environmental
conditions.
We assessed the role of the surface charge of the membrane
by computing the peptides’ insertion free-energy cost in mem-
branes made of DOPC and varying amounts of the anionic lipid
DOPG. It was observed that the negative charge density of the
membrane modulates the CPP-effect by promoting the adsorp-
tion and even the insertion of both the CPP and the CPP–cargo
complex. Moreover, the shape and size of a minor fraction of
the lipids was able to enhance the CPP-effect. This was demon-
strated by replacing DOPG, at constant surface charge density,
by deprotonated palmitic acid, PA-. It was found that the fatty
acid accelerates the membrane translocation of both R9 and
R9G9. The catalytic role of PA- was attributed to its greater
packing freedom as compared with DOPG. As a single-chain
fatty acid, PA- seems to form a more stable R9-PA- coordination
complex as the peptide diffuses across the membrane.
Finally, we presented evidence indicating that the size of the
cargo matters. While G9 crossed the membrane more readily
when linked to a single R9 molecule, the same did not happen
for G31. For these particular systems, tripling the size of the
cargo shut out the CPP-effect. This observation rose the important
question of how many CPP molecules are needed to transport a
cargo of a given size and shape. The answer to that question may
Fig. 7 Charge density profiles extracted from Umbrella sampling simula-
tions where R9 is restrained at the center of a DOPC/DOPG 70 : 30 bilayer
(dash lines), or in a DOPC/PA 75 : 25 bilayer (full lines). The red curves show
the charge density associated to charged lipids (DOPG or R-COO), while
the green curves represent the charge density provided by R9.
Table 3 Free-energy differences for the processes of adsorption (DGzmin),
insertion (DGz=0) and activation (DGzcenter"zmin), of G31 and R9G31 in a
DOPC/DOPG 70 : 30 bilayer
DG (kJ mol"1) G31 R9G31 R9G9
DGins 200 ( 7 220 ( 6 65 ( 6
DGads 0 ( 1 "77 ( 3 "50 ( 4
DGact 200 ( 5 307 ( 5 115 ( 6
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help design more effective CPP–cargo complexes and will be the
object of a future study.
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